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Abstract. An experiment on high resolution remote sensing of fires was
conducted in the Ouémé catchment area of Benin, West Africa using the Bi-
spectral InfraRed Detection (BIRD) satellite. The high spatial resolution
capability of the BIRD system allows the detection of fires with active burning
areas less than a few hundred square metres in the sub-pixel domain, as well as
the estimation of quantitative characteristics of these fires, such as the radiative
fire energy release and (less accurately) the effective fire temperature and area.

1. Challenge of spatial high resolution fire recognition

Vegetation has various spatial and temporal dynamics, like inner-annual

vegetation dynamics within the phenological cycle and long-term vegetation

dynamics caused by human or environmental factors such as long-term climatic

change (Braithwaithe 1996, Barbosa et al. 1999, Kusserow and Haenisch 1999). For

the assessment of inner-annual vegetation dynamics, bush fires are an important

field of investigation (Aubréville 1953). Bush fires can change the vegetation of

large areas in a short time (Baker 1992). The knowledge of the area and the timing

of the fires are important for meteorological modelling and the nutrient cycle

(Cahoon et al. 1992, Baker 1993).

More than 40% of the area in the Upper Ouémé catchment area of Benin in

West Africa is subject to burning (Thamm et al. 2002). The timing of bush fires is

also significant in the land use management concept for the area in order to prevent

nutrients being washed out with the onset of the rainy season. A large number of

the human induced bush fires in tropical regions have active burning areas less than
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a few hundred square metres. The recognition of these fires is a major challenge and

an important task for local environment protection and regional ecology.

Satellite sensors have been used for mapping and monitoring of active fires for

more than two decades. However, they are confined to the determination of the

location of a fire hotspot, without further information on the size, temperature, or

intensity of the fire. This limitation has been primarily the consequence of the

meteorological observation dominated specifications of available instruments such

as the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer and the Along-Track Scanning

Radiometer (Arino et al. 1999). Specifically, the low saturation temperatures of the

thermal channels of these sensors cause ambiguities in the fire signal (Csiszar et al.

2003) and greatly limit the use of physically explicit temperature/area estimations by

the bi-spectral method (Dozier 1981). The aim of the conducted controlled fire

experiment in Benin, and the objective of this Letter, is to demonstrate the high

(fine) spatial resolution fire recognition capability of the bi-spectral infrared push

broom sensor system on board the micro-satellite BIRD, i.e. to detect and quantify

active burning areas less than a few hundred square metres from a polar orbit.

2. Bi-spectral Infrared Detection (BIRD) mission

The small satellite BIRD was designed and built in the German Aerospace

Centre (DLR) in cooperation with other scientific and industrial partners. Its major

objectives are the testing of a new generation of infrared array sensors for satellite-

based detection and quantitative analysis of high-temperature events (HTE) like

vegetation and coal-seam fires and volcanic activities.

The BIRD main imaging payload consists of a Hot Spot Recognition System

(HSRS) and a Wide-Angle Optoelectronic Stereo Scanner (WAOSS-B). HSRS

possesses a mid-infrared (MIR, at 3.8 mm) and a thermal infrared (TIR, at 8.8 mm)

channel. An innovative and unique feature of the BIRD HSRS is its real time

adaptation of the dynamic range, avoiding saturation effects (Skrbek and Lorenz

1998). WAOSS-B possesses a nadir-looking near-infrared (NIR, at 0.9 mm) channel

and two off-nadir stereo channels (VIS and NIR). All the BIRD nadir channels

(NIR, MIR, TIR) have the same sampling step of 185 m, though the spatial

resolution of the MIR and TIR channels is coarser by a factor of 2. The fire

recognition potential of the Bi-spectral InfraRed Detection (BIRD) satellite has

been described by Briess et al. (2003).

The temporal resolution of BIRD depends on its orbit characteristics and

across-track tilt capability for the sensors’ line of sight. BIRD provides this across-

track capability, allowing observation of a target during daytime or night-time

overpasses on up to four consecutive days. After these observation days, the BIRD

is not able to observe the same target during the following week. The scenario is

then repeated. A constellation of several low orbiting polar satellites on altitudes of

about 550–800 km over ground is needed to permit a global daily coverage with

space-borne push broom sensors of the BIRD type.

3. Controlled fire campaign in Benin, West Africa

Benin reaches from the Gulf of Benin (6‡N) to the southern edge of the Sahel

region (12‡N) over a wide range of climatic and vegetation zones. A controlled fire

campaign was performed on 1 December 2002 in the Ouémé region of Benin during

a BIRD overpass at 11:55 a.m. local time. Sixteen test plots of different sizes

(100 m6100 m, 60 m660 m and 30 m630 m) in two different vegetation types, tree
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savannah and grass savannah, had been prepared for a controlled burning and set

on fire 5–10 minutes before the BIRD overpass (figure 1(a)). Figure 1(b) shows one

test plot after the fire. The amount of scorched vegetation depended very much on

the wetness of the plants.

On-ground estimation of the fire temperature was performed using fire chalks

that change their colour in response to specific ranges of temperatures. For this

purpose, five metal plates with chalks were established on each plot 50 cm above

ground: four plates in each corner and one in the centre of the test plot (figure 2).

Recording fire temperature with fire chalks, in spite of some uncertainty, is an

effective, cheap, and practicable method to compare on-ground fire temperature

with estimations from satellites.

Figure 3 shows the BIRD MIR channel data and the two boxes where the

controlled fires took place.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Controlled fire campaign within prepared areas of tree savannah (a) and a test
plot just after the fire (b).

Figure 2. Location of fire chalks (¤) on a test plot.
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The following processing was applied to the BIRD data:

. absolute radiometric correction and inter-channel geometric co-registration

using on-ground calibration files that are periodically updated by in-flight

calibration;

. geo-referencing using ground control points from detailed maps of the region,

providing an accuracy of a few hundred metres; and
. detection and estimation of hot spot characteristics (effective fire temperature,

effective fire area, fire radiative energy release) as described by Zhukov et al.

(2003).

The detection and estimation of hot spot characteristics is conducted on a sub-

pixel level, providing spatially and radiometrically high-resolution remote sensing

of high temperature events with a push broom IR sensor which has (1) a moderate

spatial resolution of about 200 m for ‘normal’ temperature targets and (2) an

adaptive radiometric dynamic which avoids saturation.

Figure 4 demonstrates the fire radiative energy (FRE) release of the recognized

hotspots. FRE is the portion of the power liberated by the combustion process that

Figure 3. Image of numerous fires in Benin obtained on 1 December 2002, 11:55 a.m. in the
MIR channel of the HSRS sensor on the BIRD satellite; the boxes indicate areas
with controlled fires that are zoomed in figure 5.
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is emitted as radiation (Wooster et al. 2003). Most of the hotspots are associated

with fire scars that look dark-toned in NIR imagery. For comparison, the data of

the MODIS sensor on the Terra satellite from this region (obtained 24 minutes

before the BIRD record took place) allowed only the identification of major—red

coloured—hot spots in figure 4 with FRE values of more than y10 MW.

Figure 5 shows the correspondence of hot spots in the boxes of the MIR images

(figure 3) to the controlled fires that were verified on-ground. BIRD was able to

detect all the controlled fires except for plot F5 that is located between BIRD

hotspots 3 and 4 in figure 5. The controlled fire plot F5 (1006100 m) was ignited

at 11:33 a.m. and was totally on fire at 11:48 a.m. At the time of BIRD data

acquisition the fire had already died down in the whole plot and the temperature

had rapidly decreased. Hence, the satellite sensor had not detected this target as

being on fire.

4. Estimation of fire characteristics

The detected hot spots 1–5 (shown in the upper left box of figure 3 and in the

left row of the enlarged box images of figure 5) as well as hot spot 6 (shown in the

lower right box of figure 3 and in the right row of figure 5) were analysed in detail

Figure 4. Hotspots with their radiative energy release projected on the image obtained in
the nadir NIR channel of the WAOSS-B sensor on the BIRD satellite.
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with regard to effective fire temperature, effective fire area and FRE using the

bi-spectral method (BS) and the MIR radiance (MIR rad.) method (Wooster 2002,

Wooster et al. 2003). The mean values and confidence intervals (in brackets) of the

estimates are given in table 1 which are derived as in Zhukov et al. (2003).

Table 2 provides the link of the hot spot to the controlled fire plots F5–F16

ignited for burning during the BIRD data record. This table contains further on-

ground estimates of the mean fire temperature obtained by the use of ‘fire chalk’

and the area of the fire plots measured 50 cm above ground.

The effective fire temperature and area could be estimated from the BIRD data

only with a significant uncertainty, due to a low fire proportion in the BIRD pixels.

This was significantly less than 1% of the BIRD IR pixel area (of y14 ha) in the

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 5. On-ground verification of the detected hotspots: (a), (b) location of on-ground
temperature measurements (red crosses) in the enlarged fragments of figure 3 (the
hotspot numbers correspond to table 2); (c) zoomed fragment of image (a); the
controlled fire plot F5 cannot be recognized as a hot spot in the BIRD image.
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majority of the hot spots. As shown in Zhukov et al. (2003), the temperature

estimation error in this case may be as high as a few hundred Kelvin due to low fire

signal in the TIR that is masked by TIR background radiance variations.

Nevertheless, there is a reasonable agreement between the confidence levels for the

BIRD temperature estimations (given in table 1) and the on-ground temperature

estimates (given in table 2). Here, one should also take into account that the BIRD

temperature estimates are averaged over the entire fire plots at the time of the

BIRD overpass while on-ground measurements with ‘fire chalks’ show the maximal

temperature reached during the entire burning process at the fire chalk location.

The effective fire area, which characterizes the ‘net area’ of the flames, is in some

cases one to two orders of magnitude smaller than the plot area measured on-

ground. Obviously, the ‘plot area’ includes unburned as well as already burned

areas that were not on fire during the BIRD overpass (it would be unrealistic to

expect a homogeneous burning at the scale of the entire plots).
The bi-spectral method and the MIR radiance method give very close FRE

estimates for each hot spot, the maximal difference being 0.8 MW (see table 1). An

inter-comparison of the satellite- and ground-based FRE estimation was not

feasible due to a clear under-sampling of the plots by on-ground measurements (see

the related discussion about the effective fire area).

5. Conclusion

The controlled fire experiment in Benin has confirmed that BIRD is able to

detect even small vegetation fires and to estimate their radiative energy release and

(less accurately) the effective fire temperature and area. Therefore, IR sensors of the

Table 1. Hotspot characteristics from the BIRD data (the values in brackets indicate the
confidence intervals for the corresponding characteristics).

Hot spot
number

Effective fire
temperature (K)

Effective fire
area (ha)

FRE, MW

BS MIR rad.

1 628 (544–912) 0.03 (0.004–0.07) 2.2 (1.5–3.0) 1.7
2 991 (826–1200) 0.02 (0.009–0.04) 10.0 (10.0–10.6) 10.5
3 809 (702–1082) 0.07 (0.02–0.15) 17.0 (15.8–19.8) 16.4
4 – (1028–1200) – (0.006–0.010) 6.6 (6.4–6.8) 6.9
5 886 (687–1200) 0.16 (0.05–0.57) 53.7 (52.7–68.2) 53.0
6 779 (652–1200) 0.04 (0.007–0.12) 8.8 (7.9–11.2) 8.9

Table 2. Correspondence between the detected hot spots and the controlled fire plots with
on-ground estimates of the fire temperature and plot area (one hot spot in the BIRD
image may cover a few fire plots).

Hot spot number
in figure 5 Controlled fire plots Temperature (K) Plot area (Ha)

1 F7, F8 w870 0.18
2 F6 780–870 0.36
3 F5, F9 610–870 2.0
4 F10 780–870 0.36
5 F11, F12, F13 780–870 1.45
6 F14, F15, F16 520–780 1.45
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type used on BIRD can provide a useful tool for sustainable fire management, if a

suitable orbit and repetition rate are provided.
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